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CREATING A GLOBAL LEADER
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INTRODUCING

'the next generation of smokes’

for a new generation of smokers;

– a ‘smarter’ generation –

SMOKE SMARTER™

Sustainable, beneficial, socially responsible, and a wellness-

oriented alternative for the $870+ Billion tobacco / nicotine, e-cig 

& vape, and CBD-hemp markets(1)

Hempshire’s aggressive marketing strategy is designed to build a 

global iconic brand while focusing on our unique market 

propositions

(1) SOURCE: see slide 15
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Our Key Market Segments

Adult tobacco users looking for an alternative for, or to 

augment, cigarettes, e-cigarettes and vaping

Consumers seeking CBD that is more bioavailable and 

convenient than most topicals and capsules

Individuals seeking relief from everyday stress, 
to experience relaxation, and achieve clarity of mind

Smokers who want to continue smoking
yet avoid the cultural/social stigma/smell of cannabis

IN EVERY SEGMENT, MOUNTAIN®

Smokes provides smokers an opportunity to 

CONTINUE to enjoy the rituals of smoking, 

without the dangers or addiction of nicotine…

V A L U E P R O P O S I T I O N

Our Products Appeal To Many Audiences

SMOKE SMARTER™
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Corporate 

Highlights
Our Specialty Is Developing 

Category-Defining Products

TEAM | Exceptional Marketing Talent

Successful executives and partners who have been instrumental in creating,

building and executing launch and marketing strategies for some of the world's

most iconic brands, including Apple's Mac, iPod and iPhone and Pfizer's Viagra

Hempshire's top talent was attracted to the Company because of the quality and

smokability of MOUNTAIN® Smokes, the addressable market potential, tightening

regulatory pressures on tobacco and nicotine, and shifting smoker preferences

PRODUCT | A Category Defining Smokable Alternative Product

Dedicated to transparency in our ingredients – our MOUNTAIN® Smokes are

formulated with only organic full-flower hemp, organic mullein, and organic sage,

with no tobacco, nicotine, fillers, preservatives or added chemicals

MARKET | $870+ Billion(1) in Targeted Addressable Markets
Targeting three largest global markets that are actively searching for smokable

alternatives to tobacco and nicotine: $850 Billion Tobacco Market, $18 Billion

E-Cigarette and Vape Market, and $5 Billion CBD Market

TIMING | Regulatory Tailwinds

Recently, the traditional tobacco and nicotine industries have come under

increasing regulatory pressures in the United States, such as the FDA advancing

a ban on menthol cigarettes, the Biden administration planning to cut nicotine in

cigarettes, and the FDA clamping down on JUUL

“We founded Hempshire Group to lead the category in premium

smokable hemp. Our brand, MOUNTAIN® Smokes, was

developed to be the crown jewel of all hemp smokes - an 'iconic

brand' setting the standard for the entire category."

Dan Iannotte, Founder

(1) SOURCE: see slide 15
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T E A M   |   M A R K E T I N G

We Have Helped Build Iconic, Global Brands
A team of successful executives and partners who have been instrumental in creating, building and executing launch and 

marketing strategies for some of the world's most iconic brands, including Apple's Mac, iPod and iPhone, Pfizer's Viagra, 

as well as for companies including Coca-Cola, Disney, Nickelodeon, and Diesel

Marty Marion — President and CEO

Formerly a principal and senior executive of two of the world’s largest ad agencies (think

‘Mad Men’ in the heyday of advertising), Marty has consulted to and directed highly

successful brand positioning, strategic planning, product launch, and digital marketing

programs for agencies and major brands in almost every niche. Marty is also heralded as

one of the leading SEO experts and is a critical strategic partner to advise on search strategy

as well as marketing and industry compliance.

Michelle Hindle — Director of Partnerships

Michelle offers expertise managing projects for brand development in various industries

including fashion, music, film, and cannabis. She is Founder of A Hang for Creatives which

builds community by creating experiences through curated events, and is an extraordinary

social media engagement, community, and influencer expert.

WKND Digital provides product marketing

services, support and strategic guidance to

Hempshire.

WKND Digital is an industry-leading

creative, eCommerce, advertising and D2C

growth agency that has generated over

$400 million in revenue for businesses and

clients including Disney, Cheerios, Seiko,

Converse, Kodak and Coca-Cola.

After learning about the smokable

alternatives space, meeting our team,

and trying MOUNTAIN® Smokes, WKND

requested to take half their fee in equity

of Hempshire.

Eric Starr — Chief Marketing Officer

Working with Steve Jobs at Apple for over 10 years, through

Media Arts Lab. Eric helped launch the iPod, build the Mac brand,

and introduced the iPhone and iPad. Eric's work has received

impressive honors, including the following: “I’m a Mac, I’m a PC”

received “Campaign of the Decade,” iPod Silhouettes received

“Outdoor Campaign of the Decade,” and the agency Eric works

for won the honor of “Agency of the Decade”.
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Over 30 years of experience in the cannabis industry. Expert in all things

Cannabis - growing, harvesting, processing, sales and distribution. Dan has

written a book and started a school on Cannabis cultivation. He also has

successfully founded and ran multiple cannabis-related businesses including

the national CBD brand, Imbue Botanicals, LLC.

Dan Iannotte – Founder / Strategic Advisor

Marty has over 35 years of executive management and marketing for several

of the world's largest Madison Avenue ad agencies, and dozens of the world’s

largest health and consumer product brands. Heralded as one of the leading

strategic positioning experts, Marty is both a seasoned corporate leader, and a

critical strategic partner to guide marketing strategy and execution.

Marty Marion – President, CEO and Director

More than 30 years of successfully leading Consumer Goods Products Sales

& Marketing teams of more than $80 Million annually. Worked with the likes of

companies such as Proctor & Gamble, Coca-Cola and the Dr Pepper /

Snapple Group just to name a few. Extensive experience working with

Distributors, Wholesalers, Retailers and Brokers.

Tom Shuman – Chief Operating Officer

Kayla has several years of experience directing sales & operations for large

brands; including the relaunch of Alfa Romeo in the United States. Bringing

that experience into the cannabis industry, she further grew her expertise over

10 years in management and director positions in cannabis companies

throughout Oregon and California.

Kayla Kirk – Director of Sales & Operations

Working with Steve Jobs at Apple for over 10 years, Eric helped launch the

iPod, build the Mac brand, and introduce the iPhone and iPad. After Apple, he

went on to found URTH Agriculture, an organic fertilizer company where he

discovered his passion for premium grade hemp products and the healing

powers of cannabis.

Eric Starr – Chief Marketing Officer

An experienced project, operations, and compliance manager in markets

ranging from enterprise software builds, Money Services Business operations,

corporate tax negotiation, and bleeding-edge cryptocurrency platforms. He

has also owned and operated companies in the agricultural & medical

markets, and is a data-driven marketing strategist.

Beau Horton – Director, Marketing & Business Development 

Ethan is a highly advanced web and digital marketing technologist with

significant expertise in development, technology, logic coding and

programming, who leads the creation and development of our tech-based

web, customer-contact systems, and sales systems.

Ethan Chin – Director of Technology & Development

Bill has held senior management and executive roles within public companies

across multiple sectors, including Interim CFO for Big Rock Brewery Inc, a

TSX-listed beverage company. Bill has extensive knowledge around IFRS and

public company regulatory requirements, in sourcing and managing debt and

equity through public capital markets, and in optimizing financial processes,

controls and performance monitoring. Bill is a CPA, CA, and holds Bachelor of

Commerce and Masters of Professional Accounting degrees.

William Hahn – Chief Financial Officer

T E A M   |   M A N A G E M E N T

Leaders in Hemp, Marketing, Finance & Operations
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T E A M   |   B O A R D O F D I R E C T O R S

Corporate Governance and Stewardship
Marty has over 35 years of executive management and marketing for

several of the world's largest Madison Avenue ad agencies, and

dozens of the world’s largest health and consumer product brands.

Heralded as one of the leading strategic positioning experts, Marty is

both a seasoned corporate leader, and a critical strategic partner to

guide marketing strategy and execution.

Marty Marion – President, CEO and Director

Gail is the V.P. Corporate & Financial Planning with Artis Exploration

Ltd., a private oil and gas company. Ms. Hannon has over 30 years of

diverse accounting and reporting experience having worked in various

management and executive roles in the energy industry. Ms. Hannon

obtained her CPA, CMA designation in 1996, and currently serves on

the board of directors of Crew Energy Inc., a public oil and gas

company listed on the TSX.

Gail Hannon – Director

Sony Gill is a partner in the Capital Markets and M&A Group of

Stikeman Elliott LLP. His practice focuses on public and private

company creation, growth and value maximization. He has extensive

experience in the negotiation and structuring of a broad range of

corporate finance, securities and M&A transactions.

Sony Gill – Corporate Secretary

Samuel is a Chief Financial Officer who has worked with publicly traded

and private equity backed businesses in a multitude of industries,

including cannabis. His experience includes managing debt financing

arrangements, leading financial reporting teams under IFRS and US

GAAP, developing financial planning processes, and improving internal

controls. He conducted his audit experience at PWC and is a CPA, CA.

Samuel Isaac – Director

Jeff is the Chief Commercial Officer for Fyllo, the leader in compliance-

first solutions for highly regulated industries. Previously, Jeff was the

co-founder and Chief Strategy Officer of Buddy Media, which was

acquired by Salesforce for US$745 million. He then acted as

Salesforce’s Chief Strategy Officer. Jeff is also the founder of Ragovin

Ventures.

Jeff Ragovin – Director
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ® S m o k e s

MOUNTAIN® Originals
Variety of Strengths and Flavors, Contains ONLY Organic Hemp, Organic Mullein and Organic Sage, <0.3% THC;

NO Tobacco, NO Nicotine, NO Additives, NO Preservatives, NO ‘sprayed on’ CBD, NO ‘mystery Ingredients’,

NO ‘artificial base materials’

NATURAL FLAVOR 70MG CBD PINEAPPLE SQUEEZETM 50MG CBD MINT SQUEEZETM 50MG CBD

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ® S m o k e s

MOUNTAIN® Zeros
Our proprietary hemp blend that yields a remarkable <0.0001% THC for markets that do not allow THC, and consumers who

cannot risk testing positive for THC; Contains ONLY Organic Hemp, Organic Mullein and Organic Sage. NO Tobacco, NO Nicotine, 

NO Additives, NO Preservatives, NO ‘sprayed on’ CBD, NO ‘mystery Ingredients’, NO ‘artificial base materials’

ZERO NATURAL 20MG CBD PINEAPPLE ZERO 20MG CBD MINT ZERO 20MG CBD

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs

10-Packs, 20-Packs

Cartons of Ten 10-Packs

Cartons of Ten 20-Packs
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CURRENT | Deposition Tobacco Without the ‘Cannabis’ Stigma

MOUNTAIN® Zeros utilize proprietary hemp blends for a unique flavor that

provides a full, robust experience without the cannabis smell or lingering aroma,

and are thereby free from the cultural and social stigma surrounding cannabis, AND

permit consumers to enjoy hemp smokes without the risk of failing THC drug tests.

A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   P R O D U C T   D E V E L O P M E N T

Broadening the Scope Within the Addressable Market
Product Development Examples

FUTURE | Herbal Line for Countries That Do Not Allow Hemp

MOUNTAIN® Herbals is testing proprietary herbal blends with ZERO Hemp - with

formulations of herbs targeted to focus, relaxation, clarity or sleep. This line enables

early penetration of the MOUNTAIN® brand of non-tobacco, non-nicotine smokes,

and the development of distribution networks in advance of changing CBD

regulations, to give us ‘first-in-market’ advantage. Expected introduction 2023.
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ®   S m o k e s

Setting a New Standard for Hemp Smokes
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ®   S m o k e s

Our Proprietary Blend of Health & Wellness Herbs

Organic Hemp

We grow the finest premium-grade hemp. Each batch is 

lab tested and quality assured for consistent quality and 

strength.  Our hemp is entirely NATURAL: NO 

chemicals, NO additives, NO harmful fertilizers or 

pesticides, NO molds or fungi.

Our Hemp is LEGAL: compliant with federal law and the 

laws of the state in which it was cultivated. The delta-9 

THC concentrations do not exceed 0.3%, which is the 

limit set by the Agricultural Act of 2014 (commonly 

known as the “2014 Farm Bill”) and the Agricultural 

Improvement Act of 2018 (commonly known as the 

“2018 Farm Bill”).

Organic Sage

Sage is a handsome, silver-colored shrub native to the 

southwestern US and northwestern Mexico. This aromatic 

shrub produces clusters of white, silver-grey leaves that 

have a very pleasant and distinct aroma – earthy and 

soothing.

Sage has been used for centuries by Native Americans as a 

health-supporting herb, and it is widely used by our specific 

target market for cleansing, calmness, and relaxation.

Organic Mullein

Mullein is a broad-leafed, biennial that produces a tall 

stem of yellow flowers up to six feet in height. This leafy 

plant has been used as an herbal remedy for thousands 

of years. The famous Greek physician, Dioscorides, first 

recommended the plant 2,000 years ago to support 

healthy breathing & normal lung function, and optimal 

intake of oxygen.

The plant produces a light and smooth smoke, which is 

appealing to a broad audience, making it a perfect 

addition to our smoking blend.
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ®   S m o k e s

Introducing Pineapple SqueezeTM

Click to play

https://youtu.be/Tc2Q_m3rq24
https://youtu.be/Tc2Q_m3rq24
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A   C A T E G O R Y   D E F I N I N G   P R O D U C T   |   M O U N T A I N ®   S m o k e s

Introducing Mint SqueezeTM

Click to play

https://youtu.be/IHjHvTlg-w4
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$849.9 Billion Global Tobacco Market(1)

Expected to increase at a 2.4% CAGR from 2022 to 2030, with growth propelled by

the increasing number of smokers in Asia and Africa, extensive marketing

campaigns, and new product launches.

$18.1 Billion Global E-Cigarette and Vape Market(2)

Expected to increase at a 30.0% CAGR from 2022 to 2030 driven by growing

awareness among the young population, owing to various medical studies that term

e-cigarettes as a safer alternative to traditional cigarettes.

$5.2 Billion Global Cannabidiol (CBD) Market(3)

Expected to increase at a 16.8% CAGR from 2022 to 2030 due to demand for its

health and wellness properties, and its acceptance driven by government approvals.

Tobacco
$849.9 Billion

E-Cig / Vape
$18.1 Billion

CBD
$5.2 Billion

T O T A L   A D D R E S S A B L E   M A R K E T S    |   O V E R V I E W

Three Large Global Markets Seeking Alternatives

$870+       
BILLION
Total Markets

1

2

3

(1) Grand View Research, Inc. "Tobacco Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report By Product (Smokeless, Cigarettes, Cigar & Cigarillos, Next Generation Products, Waterpipes), By Distribution Channel (Online, Offline), By Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2022 - 2030.”

(2) Grand View Research, Inc. "E-cigarette And Vape Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report By Product (Disposable, Rechargeable), By Distribution Channel (Online, Retail), By Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2022 - 2030.”

(3) Grand View Research, Inc. "Cannabidiol Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report By Source Type (Hemp, Marijuana), By Distribution Channel (B2B, B2C), By End-use (Medical, Personal Use), By Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2022 - 2030.”
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T O T A L   A D D R E S S A B L E   M A R K E T S    |   T O B A C C O   A N D   N I C O T I N E

Disrupting The Tobacco and Nicotine Market
“Generational differences and shifts in taste are continuing to emerge, as health and wellness become ever-more

important. We anticipate growth in new categories of products, including – and beyond – tobacco and nicotine.

Consumers expect these to provide stimulation and pleasure, in ways previously associated with cigarettes.”

British American Tobacco p.l.c. (BAT)

Nicotine is addictive. Hemp 

cigarettes contain no 

Nicotine, and the CBD 

contained in hemp offers an 

attractive alternative to 

traditional Nicotine cigarette 

consumption.

Traditional tobacco cigarettes 

contain 70+ chemicals that 

are linked to serious health 

conditions (FDA). 

Hempshire’s MOUNTAIN®

Smokes contain only organic 

Hemp, Sage and Mullein, and 

users appreciate the wellness 

benefits of CBD.

Smokers can get the same 

familiar experiences: same 

packs, same foil, same filters, 

same flow, same ritualistic 

motions - without the harmful 

chemicals in traditional 

tobacco cigarettes.

MOUNTAIN® Smokes mimic 

the habitual motions of 

traditional cigarettes, 

including feel, ignition, 

crackling burn, hand-to-

mouth, psychological 

fulfillment, relaxation, and 

smoke exhalation.

In the US, Hempshire’s 

products (MOUNTAIN®

Smokes Originals and Zeros) 

will be available in most 

places where traditional 

cigarettes are sold, including 

gas stations, smoke shops, 

vape stores and C-stores.

Wellness 

Focused

Non-Addictive / 

No Nicotine
Same Experience,

& Rituals

Same Habitual 

Motion

Same Convenient 

Accessibility

Why Would a Traditional Tobacco Cigarette Smoker Embrace Hemp Cigarettes?

Millions of nicotine cigarette smokers / vapers want a more natural and wellness-focused alternative — yet find it challenging. Hemp cigarettes are the 

easiest way to offer the same rituals without harmful chemicals or mystery ingredients.
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Increasing U.S. Government Pressures on Tobacco / Nicotine

Recently, the traditional tobacco and nicotine industries have come under

increasing regulatory pressures in the United States. The Company believes

that, although it expects stricter regulations to take time, the non-tobacco and

non-nicotine smokable alternatives category, and Hempshire as a result, will

benefit from these changing regulatory shifts.

FDA Advances Ban on Menthol Cigarettes

The Wall Street Journal, April 28, 2022.

Biden Administration Says it Plans to Cut Nicotine in Cigarettes

The Washington Post, June 21, 2022.

FDA Bans Juul From Selling E-Cigarettes in U.S.

The Wall Street Journal, June 23, 2022.

T I M I N G

Regulatory Tailwinds
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Establish Brand Awareness and Sales Growth in the United States – continue to build brand awareness of, and consumer demand

for, its flagship MOUNTAIN® Smokes, focusing on both B2B and D2C Ecommerce. PROGRESS UPDATE – launched fully featured, conversion-optimized

ecommerce website for D2C and wholesale sales (Jul/22)

Position for International Growth – building upon previous sales in Switzerland, Hempshire will focus on expanding its presence in Europe

through its existing international distribution relationships, and continue with its initial objective of achieving first mover advantage across the large

European and EU markets. PROGRESS UPDATE – announced EU access (Sep 7/22) and initial US$1.25 million European purchase agreement (Sep 15/22)

White Label and Partnerships – continue to build out its white labelling and contract manufacturing collaborations by pursuing partnerships

with well-known brands and select artists and celebrities. Hempshire believes that its internal marketing and branding expertise, along with its ability

to formulate high quality smokable alternatives, will attract these opportunities

Position Production Capabilities to Scale Quickly and Profitably – concentrate on expanding its supply chain network, becoming

incrementally focused on demand-driven planning. Hempshire will seek to adequately supply its growth plan without over-extending inventory levels

to maintain optimal use of cash, and drive enhanced margins through economies of scale

S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   O V E R V I E W

The Game Plan

1

2

3

4

Hempshire has laid out four initial strategic initiatives in its pursuit of becoming a global leader in the non-tobacco, non-nicotine 

smokable alternatives market:



S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   B R A N D   A W A R E N E S S

FORTUNE Magazine 4-Page Cover Wrap

The FIRST hemp brand EVER on the COVER of a

national magazine publication in the United States.

The FIRST time a smokable product has been featured in a national

or international publication since 'big tobacco' was banned.

19
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S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   B R A N D   A W A R E N E S S 

Online Marketing | Primary Channels

SMM/SMO (Social Media Management & Optimization)

Creating an automated and pre-scheduled management system for

social media posts, consolidated messaging systems, follower profile

& behavioral analytics, and influencer marketing.

Display Ads & Retargeting

Serving targeted photo and video ads online to carefully selected

audience segments on multiple ad service networks, as well as

using specifically crafted tracking pixels to enable delivery of custom

advertising to targets who have seen our brand before or have

visited and/or interacted with our digital content or website.

SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

Led by world-recognized SEO Expert, Marty Marion (Hempshire

Group CEO), our organic search strategy is dedicated to achieving

competitive advantage, sustainable visibility, and accelerated

conversions to sale through organic search.

PPC (Pay Per Click)

Augmenting our SEO and Display Marketing to ensure visibility via

paid placements on Google Page 1 for longer-tail, non-brand keyword

searches, as well as high search volume and high in-market buying

intent prospects and searchers.

Email / SMS

Using “flows” built on lifetime customer data, personalized SMS

and Emails will be delivered to customers exactly when they need

the nudge, based on industry insights, behavioral analyses, and

consumer psychology.

Publicity / PR

Outreach to online trade and lifestyle publications, promoting

our brands through trusted and highly-followed channels. Notable

company announcements will be distributed through a channel of

media and press relationships to keep all audiences engaged.
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S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   B R A N D   A W A R E N E S S 

Offline / Traditional Marketing | Primary Channels

Distributor Marketing

Using advanced databases of specific information on distribution

partners, our brand message and offers will be delivered directly to

the people in charge of purchasing and category management,

thereby approaching our best clients with a successful “from the top

down” approach.

Geotargeting

We will use geotargeting and geofencing technologies to present

immediate compelling offers and brand messages to consumers

who are physically inside or very close to retail locations that carry

MOUNTAIN® Smokes.

Other Retailers and Chains

Health stores, grocery, and big box retailers as well as major chains of

C-stores are an important target: our products are not limited to strictly

local or ‘mom and pop’ retail locations. We will employ data-driven

tactics to capture market share in retail locations where competitor

products (cigarettes) may be restricted / prohibited AND where our

target consumers shop for these products.

B2B Sales Outreach

We will be engaging aggressive programs to introduce ourselves

and sell into retailers and chains via a combination of email, phone

sales and hard-mail promotions, supported by local, geo-targeted

market awareness programs.

Community / Social Events

We both participate in, as well as create and sponsor highly-

engaged community events, providing our smokes to attendees and

participating celebrities and artists, along with custom marketing

materials for each event to drive immediate and subsequent sales,

and generate brand awareness.

C-Stores, Smoke Shops, CBD & Vape Stores

C-stores are the best-positioned retail outlets with respect to

capitalizing on the CBD marketplace; we will devote significant

resources to grow our market share with these locations in high-

value markets.
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@Sahara_Ray (1.1M) Megan Fox (12.4M) & 

Machine Gun Kelly (8.5M)

Skeet Ulrich (4.3M) Chad Tepper (1.4M)

S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   B R A N D   A W A R E N E S S 

‘Key Influencer’ Examples | Organic (Non-Paid) Exposure

https://www.instagram.com/sahara_ray/
https://www.instagram.com/meganfox/
https://www.instagram.com/machinegunkelly/
https://www.instagram.com/skeetulrich/
https://www.instagram.com/chadtepper/


https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17871594575346441/
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S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   D 2 C   ( A N D   W H O L E S A L E )   S A L E S   G R O W T H

Launch of Conversion Optimized Website 
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S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   I N T E R N A T I O N A L   G R O W T H

Growing International Sales Channels

For MOUNTAIN® Smokes Brands and White-Label Brands

Hempshire’s products are now being distributed internationally in 

Switzerland and South Africa, where Hempshire just introduced one

of the first legal hemp smokes in South Africa with its line of 

MOUNTAIN® Zeros.

The Company has received formal government and regulatory 

approval from EU Member Nation Belgium confirming MOUNTAIN®

Smokes meets all EU-GATE regulatory requirements, and, through EU 

inter-country trade regulations, enables MOUNTAIN® Smokes to be 

sold throughout the European Union.

Direct to Consumer (D2C) Supported Through B2C 

Partnerships and Distributors in Local International 

Markets.

European and E.U. Designated Master Distributor:

MONTAGNARIA GROUP AG, committed purchase 

agreement for US$1.25 million for European distribution.

Major Global Market Distribution Agreements Executed and Growing
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S T R A T E G I C   I N I T I A T I V E S   |   P A R T N E R S H I P S

White and Private Labelling Services

Contract Manufacturing
We offer state-of-the-art raw material sourcing, material blending and formulation, 

scaled production, as well as lab testing & assurance.

We can manufacture up to 1,500,000 smokes per day in 10-packs, 20-packs or a 

combination of both

Branding and Production
Our expertise at building iconic brands, retail packaging, and gaining social media 

traction sets our customers apart from the noise.

Processing and Copacking
Our extensive network of proven suppliers streamlines your process with a full range 

of packaging options, price points and features.
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O T H E R   |   C O M P A R A B L E S   A N D   C A P I T A L S T R U C T U R E

A Pure-Play Smokable Alternatives Company

Limited Investing Options

for Pure-Play Smokable Alternative Companies

TAAT Global Alternatives Inc. (CSE: TAAT) (OTCQX: TOBAF) (“TAAT”)

TAAT, ~C$110 million market cap(3), was a pure-play smokable alternatives company until it’s recent

acquisition of a distribution company in May 2022 for C$6.2 million. Its flagship product, TAAT, is a

nicotine-free, tobacco-free cigarette.

Hempacco Co., Inc. (NASDAQ: HPCO) (“Hempacco”)

Hempacco, ~C$70 million market cap(3), manufactures and markets herb, spice and cannabinoid

smokables and rolling paper. It owns the Real Stuff brand of functional hemp cigarettes.

22nd Century Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: XXII) (“22nd Century”)

22nd Century, ~C$285 million market cap(3), is focused on tobacco harm reduction and reduced

nicotine tobacco with its VLN branded low-nicotine cigarettes, and improving health and wellness

through plant science. The majority of its revenues come from its legacy contract manufacturing

business with gross margins of 6% (quarter ended June 30, 2022).

Capital Structure(1) – $ millions or millions

Share Price (as at September 22, 2022) C$0.20

Basic Shares Out(2)

ITM Options/Warrants

ITM FD Shares Out

90.1

–

90.1

ITM FD Market Cap C$18.0

Cash Estimate – as at June 30/2022

Debt

ITM Dilutive Proceeds

ITM FD Net Cash

C$4.0
– C$0.3

–
C$3.8

ITM FD Enterprise Value C$14.3

OTM Dilutives

Warrants – C$0.28 strike

Options – C$0.40 strike

Warrants – C$0.48 strike

2.3

0.3

31.6

ITM = in-the-money  FD = fully diluted OTM = out-of-the-money

(1) Calculation does not include out-of-the-money dilutive instruments. Hempshire will also be implementing a formal option plan that is yet to be determined and not included in the table. 

(2) Includes contractual future share issuances to certain executives and assumes the basic dilution effect of 8.7 million shares subject to a note between Hempshire and a third party.

(3) Based on basic market cap as at September 22, 2022, and for Hempacco and 22nd Century assumes C$/US$ of 1.3500.



A Good Corporate Citizen

Since our inception, Hempshire has been focused on doing the right 

thing when it comes to every dimension of our business. We hope to 

set standards for the companies of the future while always bettering 

how we operate.
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Focused on ESG Principles

“EARTH FIRST”
Our “Earth First” approach to 

business encompasses 

everything from “seed to sale” 

– our farms, our hemp, our 

packaging, and our 

Company’s footprint.

Social
It is our Social Responsibility 

to provide society with better 

alternative to tobacco 

cigarettes. We are focused on 

diversity and inclusion in our 

hiring practices.

Governance
Adherence to a strict 

corporate ethics policy with 

the aim of defining how 

companies of the future treat 

people, the environment, and 

society at large.

One Carton = One Tree

For every D2C carton sold, we intend to plant a tree in the State of 

California. California has suffered greatly from wildfires lately and 

these fires have ravaged our otherwise lush population of trees.

Why Trees?
Trees Clean The Air We Breathe

Trees Capture Rainwater

Trees Create Biodiversity

Trees represent the ideal healthy happy world that Hempshire

Group is proud to contribute to.  We are conscious of our Carbon 

Footprint and are committed to being good corporate citizens.
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https://youtu.be/kq5KHtYg_tY
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Disclaimer
Forward Looking Statements. Certain Information included in this presentation by The Hempshire Group, Inc. (“Hempshire” or the “Company”) constitutes forward-looking information under applicable securities legislation. Forward-looking information typically

contains statements with words such as “will”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “propose” or similar words suggesting future outcomes or statements regarding an outlook. Forward-looking information in this presentation includes, but is

not limited to, statements relating to: the Company’s business plan; expectations regarding its revenue, expenses and operations including pursuant to distribution agreements; the Company’s intention and ability to grow the business and its operations, including

branded products and private labelling; future product roll outs and brands, including in new markets; expectations regarding sourcing, manufacturing, marketing, branding and sales; product quality; expectations with respect to future production costs and

capacity; expectations regarding its growth rates and growth plans and strategies; the Company’s expectations with respect to international developments and initiatives; management team and the performance thereof; and Hempshire’s commitment to ESG

principles.

The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based on certain key expectations and assumptions made by Hempshire, including expectations and assumptions concerning: that regulatory requirements will be maintained; general business

and economic conditions, including the impact of inflation on costs and the ongoing and evolving impact of COVID-19; the Company’s ability to successfully execute its plans and intentions, including with respect to the ramp up of commercial operations and the

achievement of expected revenues; the availability of financing on reasonable terms; the Company’s ability to attract and retain skilled staff; market competition; the products and technology offered by the Company’s competitors; and that the Company’s

current good relationships with its suppliers, service providers and other third parties will be maintained, including pursuant to existing domestic and international distribution agreements. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors

and assumptions which have been used.

Although Hempshire believes that the expectations and assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because Hempshire can give no assurance that

they will prove to be correct. Since forward-looking statements address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from those currently anticipated due to a number of factors

and risks. These include, but are not limited to, risks associated with the industrial hemp industry in general; reliance of licenses; limited operating history; actions and initiatives of federal, state and local governments and changes to government policies and the

execution and impact of these actions, initiatives and policies; the size of the emerging industrial hemp market; constraints on marketing products; failure of counter-parties to perform contractual obligations; reliance on relationships with third party distributors

and failure to maintain strategic business relationships; fluctuating prices of raw materials; intense competition from other industry participants; currently contemplated expansion and development plans may cease or otherwise change; demand for Hempshire's

products may be lower than anticipated; the ability to implement corporate strategies; the state of capital markets; the ability to obtain financing; changes in general market conditions; difficulty to forecast; industry conditions and events; risks inherent in the

agricultural business; and other factors more fully described from time to time in the reports and filings made by the Company with securities regulatory authorities including the Company’s filing statement and other public disclosure documents which can be

accessed under Hempshire’s profile on www.sedar.com. In addition, the Company cautions that current global uncertainty with respect to the spread of the COVID-19 virus and its effect on the broader global economy may have a significant negative effect on the

Company. While the precise impact of the COVID-19 virus on the Company remains unknown, rapid spread of the COVID-19 virus may continue to have a material adverse effect on global economic activity, and continue to result in volatility and disruption to

global supply chains, operations, mobility of people and the financial markets, which could continue to affect interest rates, credit ratings, credit risk, inflation, business, financial conditions, results of operations and other factors relevant to the Company.

Readers are cautioned that the assumptions used in the preparation of forward-looking information, although considered reasonable at the time of preparation, may prove to be imprecise. Hempshire’s actual results, performance or achievement could differ

materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these forward-looking statements and accordingly there can be no assurance that such expectations will be realized and/or what benefits Hempshire will derive therefrom. The forward-looking information

contained in this presentation is made as of the date hereof and Hempshire undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable securities

laws. The forward looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.

Certain information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by independent industry analysts and third-party sources (including industry publications, surveys and forecasts). While such information is believed to be reliable for the

purpose used herein, none of the directors, officers, owners, managers, partners, consultants, shareholders, employees, affiliates or representatives assumes any responsibility for the accuracy of such information. None of the sources cited in this presentation

have consented to the inclusion of any data from their reports, nor has Hempshire sought their consent.

FOFI Disclosure. This presentation contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, “FOFI”) about Hempshire’s operations, costs, margins, revenue, capitalization, enterprise value and components thereof, all of which are

subject to the same assumptions, risk factors, limitations and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. FOFI contained in this presentation was approved by management as of the date of this presentation and was provided for the purpose of providing

further information about Hempshire’s anticipated future business operations. Hempshire disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any FOFI contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless

required pursuant to applicable law. Readers are cautioned that the FOFI contained in this presentation should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein.

Specified Financial Measures: This presentation may include specified financial measures, including non-IFRS financial measures, non-IFRS financial ratios, capital management measures and supplementary financial measures as further described herein.

These measures do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS") and, therefore, may not be comparable with the calculation of similar measures by other companies. "Enterprise value" (supplementary

financial measure) is calculated as market capitalization (shares outstanding multiplied by the closing market price of the shares on the day referenced) less net debt.

Not an Offer. This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into

any contract or commitment whatsoever. The sole purpose of this presentation, in paper or electronic form, is strictly for information purposes. This presentation is not an offer of the securities for sale in the United States. The securities have not been registered

under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration.
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